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Abstract
It is well-known that the type-checking and type-inference problems are undecidable for second
order λ-calculus in Curry-style, although those for Church-style are decidable. What causes the
differences in decidability and undecidability on the problems? We examine crucial conditions
on terms for the (un)decidability property from the viewpoint of partially typed terms, and
what kinds of type annotations are essential for (un)decidability of type-related problems. It is
revealed that there exists an intermediate structure of second order λ-terms, called a style of
hole-application, between Church-style and Curry-style, such that the type-related problems are
decidable under the structure. We also extend this idea to the omega-order polymorphic calculus
Fω, and show that the type-checking and type-inference problems then become undecidable.
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, following the fathers [6, 7], we have two styles of λ-terms with types [2],
Church-style1 and Curry-style. Terms in the style of Church contain full type annotation, so
that this style enjoys uniqueness of typing derivations. On the other hand, terms in the style
of Curry are the same as those of the type free λ-calculus, and a type inference algorithm
may compute their types.
The two styles give no distinction to solvability of type-related problems of simply typed
λ-calculus. However, in the case of second order λ-calculus (Girard and Reynolds), it is
well-known that the type checking and type inference problems are decidable for Church-style2
but undecidable for Curry-style [32]. The two definitions of λ-terms are so different, and our
motivation behind this work is to make it clear what is a crucial condition on terms for the
(un)decidable property of the problems.
1 The terminology, Church-style terms here are also called pseudo-terms á la de Bruijn in the recent
literature [3].
2 The problems are, in general, decidable for normalizing PTS (Pure Type Systems) with a finite set of
sorts [31].
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Table 1 Decidability of TCP, TIP, and TPP for λ2-terms with intermediate styles.
Styles TCP TIP TPP
Church Yes ↪→ Yes ↪→ No [30]
Hole-application Y es ←→ Y es ↪→ No
Domain-free No [11] ←→ No [11] ←→ No [24]
Type-free No [13] ←→ No [13] ←↩ No [13]
Curry No [32] ←→ No [32] ←↩ No [32]
For this principal objective, we introduce three intermediate structures called domain-free,
hole-application, and type-free, see Table 1, between Church-style and Curry-style based
on the previous work [11]. In the table, TCP denotes type checking, TIP type inference,
and TPP typability problems, respectively. “Yes” means that a corresponding problem is
decidable, and “No” undecidable. Arrows (↪→,←→,←↩) denote reduction relations between
problems following forthcoming Proposition 4. Our idea on the intermediate structures
is quite natural from the viewpoints of type erasure mapping and partially typed terms.
Terms in the style of hole-application contain domains of λ-abstraction λx :A.M just like
Church-style, but omit the information on a polymorphic instance such as M [] instead of
M [A]. On the other hand, terms in the style of domain-free contain the information on a
polymorphic instance M [A] like Church-style, but omit domains of λ-abstraction such as
λx.M rather than λx :A.M . Terms in the style of type-free contain no type information
at all like Curry-style, but contain information holders [] to be filled with a type. We will
introduce an order on the styles via type erasure mappings, and in terms of the intermediate
structures, we will identify the boundaries between decidability and undecidability with
respect to the type-related problems, see also Figure 1 in the next section.
The partial type reconstruction problem can be regarded as a type inference problem
for mixed styles of the intermediate structures. Following Boehm [5] and Pfenning [26, 27],
partial type reconstruction is in general undecidable. From the viewpoint of partially typed
terms, the intermediate structures including Church and Curry-styles can be regarded as a
unifying framework, under which various systems can be compared comfortably.
Our work concerns both theoretical and practical aspects of programming. From the per-
spective of designing programming languages, we investigate a trade-off between decidability
for type-related problems and comfortable programming with less annotations (overheads) in
terms. This paper makes the following particularly theoretical contributions (i, ii, iii).
It is proved that (i) TIP is decidable (Y es in Table 1), but (ii) TPP is undecidable (No in
Table 1) for hole-application λ2. Hence, compared with Church-style, type inference problems
remain decidable even after deleting polymorphic instance information M [] from M [A], but
deleting a polymorphic domain λx.M from λx :A.M makes the problems undecidable. The
introduction of hole-application reveals that putting polymorphic domains on terms is very
important to design systems with decidable type inference. Notably, the annotation of
function signatures with types is used in main-stream languages such as C or Java, so this
annotational overhead seems to be acceptable for the community of programmers.
Finally, we extend this idea to the omega-order polymorphic calculus Fω, and then show
that (iii) TCP and TIP for hole-application Fω become undecidable.
This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the second order λ-calculus λ2 in five
styles and basic definitions, and show fundamental properties of the system in Section 2.
Section 3 demonstrates that the typability problem for hole-application λ2 is undecidable.
Next, a type inference algorithm for hole-application λ2 is provided, and we prove that the
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algorithm is sound and complete. Then, the subject reduction property for hole-application
λ2 is proved. Section 4 handles hole-application Fω. Section 5 summarizes results for λ2 in
five styles (Table 1), concluding remarks, and related work.
2 Second-order lambda-calculus λ2 in five styles
2.1 Church-style and Curry-style λ2
We introduce the second-order lambda-calculus λ2 (Girard and Reynolds) in the styles of
Church and Curry, respectively. Types, λ-terms for each style, and inference rules are usually
defined as follows:
I Definition 1 (λ2 in Church-style and Curry-style).
λ2-types:
A ::= X | (A→ A) | ∀X.A
λ2-terms in Church-style:
M ::= x | (λx :A.M) | (MM) | (ΛX.M) | (M [A])
Contexts:
A context denoted by Γ or Σ is a set of a declaration of the form x : A with distinct
variables as subjects. We write Γ(x) = A for x :A ∈ Γ and dom(Γ) for {x | x :A ∈ Γ}.
Inference rules for Church-style:
Γ, x :A `Ch x : A (var)
Γ, x :A1 `Ch M : A2
Γ `Ch λx :A1.M : A1 → A2 (→ I)
Γ `Ch M1 : A1 → A2 Γ `Ch M2 : A1
Γ `Ch M1M2 : A2 (→ E)
Γ `Ch M : A
Γ `Ch ΛX.M : ∀X.A (∀I)
? Γ `Ch M : ∀X.A
Γ `Ch M [A1] : A[X := A1] (∀E)
where (∀I)? denotes that the eigenvariable condition X 6∈ FV(Γ) is imposed on the
application, such that X never appears free in Γ.
λ2-terms in Curry-style:
M ::= x | (λx.M) | (MM)
Inference rules for Curry-style:
Γ, x :A `Cu x : A (var)
Γ, x :A1 `Cu M : A2
Γ `Cu λx.M : A1 → A2 (→ I)
Γ `Cu M1 : A1 → A2 Γ `Cu M2 : A1
Γ `Cu M1M2 : A2 (→ E)
Γ `Cu M : A
Γ `Cu M : ∀X.A (∀I)
? Γ `Cu M : ∀X.A
Γ `Cu M : A[X := A1] (∀E)
where (∀I)? denotes the eigenvariable condition X 6∈ FV(Γ).
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Figure 1 λ2-terms with intermediate structures between Curry-style and Church-style.
2.2 Intermediate structures between Church and Curry
Next we define λ-terms with intermediate structures [11] between Church-style and Curry-
style, which are called domain-free, hole-application, and type-free. We simply write Ch,
Df, Ha, Tf, and Cu, respectively, for the styles, and we employ the terminology λ-terms in
s-style for each s ∈ {Ch,Df,Ha,Tf,Ch}.
I Definition 2 (Domain-free, hole-application, and type-free).
Domain-free style λ2-terms:
M ::= x | (λx.M) | (MM) | (ΛX.M) | (M [A])
Hole-application style λ2-terms:
M ::= x | (λx :A.M) | (MM) | (ΛX.M) | (M [])
Type-free style λ2-terms:
M ::= x | (λx.M) | (MM) | (Λ.M) | (M [])
Inference rules for domain-free, hole-application, and type-free styles, respectively, are
defined similarly.
Based on the Curry-Howard isomorphism [17], well-typed λ2-terms play the role of codes
for proofs. From the viewpoint of proof codes, well-typed λ-terms contain three kinds of
information on proofs: (i) what inference rule is applied, (ii) where it is applied, and (iii) how
to instantiate a rule. A mapping, which erases some of above information one by one from
Church-style provides more abstract λ-terms with an intermediate structure. We examine
what kind of information on λ-terms is the most essential for (un)decidability of type-related
problems.
I Definition 3 (Order on styles and erasure mapping). We define an order on the styles,
see Figure 1, such that Cu < Tf < Df < Ch and Tf < Ha < Ch. For styles s, t ∈
{Cu,Tf,Ha,Df,Ch} with s < t, an erasure | · |ts is defined naturally as a function from t-style
λ2-terms to s-style λ2-terms as follows:
|x|ChDf = x, |λx :A.M |ChDf = λx.|M |ChDf , |M1M2|ChDf = |M1|ChDf |M2|ChDf ,
|ΛX.M |ChDf = ΛX.|M |ChDf , |M [A]|ChDf = |M |ChDf [A]; and similarly defined for the rest cases.
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2.3 Basic properties of the systems
I Proposition 1 (Uniqueness of types for Church-style).
If Γ `Ch M : A1 and Γ `Ch M : A2 then we have A1 ≡ A2.
I Proposition 2 (Erasure and lifting). Let s, t ∈ {Cu,Tf,Ha,Df,Ch} with s < t.
1. If Γ `t M : A then Γ `s |M |ts : A.
2. If Γ `s M : A then there exists a t-style λ2-term N such that |N |ts = M and Γ `t N : A.
I Proposition 3 (Generation lemma). Let s ∈ {Tf,Df,Ha,Ch}.
1. If Γ `s x : A then Γ(x) = A.
2. If Γ `s λx : A0.M : A1 then Γ, x : A0 `s M : A2 and A1 = (A0 → A2) for some A2,
provided that s ≥ Ha.
3. If Γ `s λx.M : A1 then Γ, x : A0 `s M : A2 and A1 = (A0 → A2) for some A0, A2,
provided that s ≤ Df.
4. If Γ `s M1M2 : A1 then Γ `s M1 : A0 → A1 and Γ `s M2 : A0 for some A0.
5. If Γ `s ΛX.M : A1 then Γ `s M : A2 and A1 = ∀X.A2 together with X 6∈ FV(Γ) for
some A2, provided that s > Tf.
6. If Γ `Tf Λ.M : A1 then Γ `Tf M : A2 and A1 = ∀X.A2 together with X 6∈ FV(Γ) for
some A2.
7. If Γ `s M [A] : A1 then Γ `s M : ∀X.A2 and A1 = A2[X := A] for some A2, provided
that s ≥ Df.
8. If Γ `s M [] : A1 then Γ `s M : ∀X.A2 and A1 = A2[X := A] for some A,A2, provided
that s ≤ Ha.
Remarked that similar generation lemma holds for Curry-style λ2, see [2, 32].
2.4 Type-related problems and relations between problems
I Definition 4 (Type-related problems parameterized with styles).
1. Type checking problem of s-style terms denoted by TCP(s):
Given an s-style λ-term M , a type A, and a context Γ, determine whether Γ `s M : A.
2. Type inference problem of s-style λ-terms denoted by TIP(s):
Given an s-style λ-term M and a context Γ, determine whether Γ `s M : A for some
type A.
3. Typability problem of s-style terms denoted by TPP(s):
Given an s-style λ-term M , determine whether Γ `s M : A for some context Γ and type
A.
We show relations between type-related problems. For instance, if TCP(s) is reduced to
TIP(s), then we write TCP(s) ↪→ TIP(s) for this. We write TCP(s) ←→ TIP(s) for both
TCP(s) ↪→ TIP(s) and TIP(s) ↪→ TCP(s).
I Proposition 4 (Reductions between type-related problems).
1. TCP(s) ↪→ TIP(s) for s ∈ {Cu,Tf,Df,Ha,Ch}.
2. TIP(s) ↪→ TCP(s) for s ∈ {Cu,Tf,Df,Ha} .
3. TIP(s) ↪→ TPP(s) for s ∈ {Df,Ha,Ch}.
4. TPP(s) ↪→ TIP(s) for s ∈ {Cu,Tf,Df}.
Proof. We show only the case of 3 where s = Df here.
3. Let Γ = {a1 : A1, . . . , an : An}. Γ `s M : B for some B if and only if Σ `s M0 : B for
some B and some Σ, where z0, z1, z, y, Y are fresh variables, and
M0 = z0(z1(z[∀X.X]))(z1z) (z[(A1 → · · · → An → Y )→ Y ](λa1 . . . λan.yM)).
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Suppose that Γ `s M : B for some B. Then M0 is typable under some context Σ such as
Σ(z) = ∀X.X.
In turn, ifM0 is typable then type of z should be a universal type, to say, ∀X.F(X), where
F is a second-order variable with arity 1. From consistent typability of the two occurrences
of z1, we have the following unification equation: F(∀X.X) .= ∀X.F(X). Observe that the
only solution to the unification equation is [F := (X 7→ X)], i.e., the identity function,
which implies that type of z is ∀X.X. Hence, we can recover the context Γ. J
3 Hole-application λ2
We show that typability problems for hole-application λ2 are undecidable. Next, in order
to show decidability of type checking and type inference problems for hole-application λ2,
we provide a sound and complete algorithm for type inference. First, inference rules for
hole-application λ2 are listed in the following:
Γ `hole x : Γ(x) (var)
Γ, x :A1 `hole M : A2
Γ `hole λx :A1.M : A1 → A2 (→ I)
Γ `hole M1 : A1 → A2 Γ `hole M2 : A1
Γ `hole M1M2 : A2 (→ E)
Γ `hole M : A
Γ `hole ΛX.M : ∀X.A (∀I)
? Γ `hole M : ∀X.A
Γ `hole M [] : A[X := B] (∀E)
3.1 TPP for hole-application λ2
In order to show that TPP(Ha) is undecidable, we first introduce a restricted version of
second-order unification, called a flat form [12], which can fit type constraints induced from
hole-application terms. Then the undecidable unification problem is reduced to TPP(Ha) for
hole-application λ2. Although this reduction method is similar to that used in the previous
work [12, 13, 14], we introduce the flat form and the encoding here to make the paper
self-contained.
3.2 Second-order unification in flat form
We define expressions for unification problems. For this, the set of type variables is divided
into three countable subsets: the set of first-order variables V1, the set of second-order
functional variables V2, and the set of first-order constants C. Then unification expressions
are defined from first-order variables denoted by X and constants denoted by C, together
with a binary constant → and second-order functional variables F(n)A1 · · ·An with arity n.
The set of first-order expressions is denoted by UE1, and the expressions of first-order part
are written by A,B as follows:
A,B ∈ UE1 ::= X | C | (A→ B).
The sets of variables, constants, and sub-expressions in unification expressions are defined
respectively as follows:
UVar(X) = {X}, UVar(C) = ∅, UVar(A→ B) = UVar(A) ∪UVar(B),
UVar(F(n)A1 · · ·An) = {F(n)}.
UCon(X) = ∅, UCon(C) = {C}, UCon(A→ B) = UCon(A) ∪UCon(B),
UCon(F(n)A1 · · ·An) = ∅.
UExp(X) = {X}, UExp(C) = {C}, UExp(A→ B) = {A→ B} ∪UExp(A) ∪UExp(B),
UExp(F(n)A1 · · ·An) = ∅.
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The set E of unification equations in flat form is defined as follows:
E ::= ∅ | {A .= B} ∪ E
| {FX1 . . . Xn .= X → A1 → · · · → An → o,FC1 . . . Cn .= X ′ → C1 → · · · → Cn → o}∪E,
provided that F is a functional variable with arity n ≥ 1, X,X ′, Xi are fresh 1st-order
variables, C1, . . . , Cn are new and pair wise distinct constants appeared nowhere else, o is a
distinguished constant, and UVar(A1, . . . , An) = ∅.
We remark that each argument of a functional variable is restricted so that they are all
1st-order variables or pair wise distinct constants. Moreover, an equation with a functional
variable always consists in such a pair of two equations, and functional variables in flat form
appear only in this way.
Let E be a finite set of unification equations in flat form. Then UVar(E), UCon(E), and
UExp(E) are naturally defined as well. A substitution is a partial function from the set of
variables of unification expressions V1 ∪ V2 to UE1 ∪ {(X1, . . . , Xn) 7→ A | A ∈ UE1}. Let S,
S1, and S2 range over the set of substitutions. A substitution S is naturally extended into a
function S′ from UE1 ∪ V2 to UE1 ∪ {(X1, . . . , Xn) 7→ A | A ∈ UE1}, such that
S′(X) = S(X), S′(C) = C, S′(A→ B) = S′(A)→ S′(B), and
S′(FA1 . . . An) = B[X1 := S′(A1), . . . , Xn := S′(An)],
where F is a second-order variable with arity n and S(F) = (X1, . . . , Xn) 7→ B for B ∈ UE1.
We may write simply S for S′. An instance E is solvable if there exists a substitution S such
that S(A) = S(B) and S(FA1 . . . An) = S(B′) for all unification equations in E in the form
of either A .= B or FA1 . . . An .= B′.
I Proposition 5 ([12]). The second-order unification problem in flat form is undecidable.
3.3 Reduction from flat form to TPP(Ha)
For encoding an instance of second-order unification E in flat form, we assume one-to-one
mappings between unification expressions and term variables of λ2. Based on this, we
write xA, yA for A ∈ UExp(B) where B ∈ UE1, and xF, yF for F ∈ V2. In particular, the
distinguished constant o ∈ C provides xo, yo, yo2 , and so on. We write ok → o for type
(o→ (· · · → (o→ o))) with (k + 1)-times o. As a shorthand, we define λ2-terms such that
M []n+1 = (M [])[]n, M []0 = M .
I Definition 5 (Encoding of unification expressions). 1. Case E of ∅: [[E]] = xo
2. Case E of {A .= B} ∪ E0: [[E]] = yo4 (yAxB) [[A]] [[B]] [[E0]]
3. Case E of Ef ∪ E0, where Ef = {FX1 . . . Xn .= B1,FC1 . . . Cn .= B2} together with
B1 = (X → A1 → · · · → An → o) and B2 = (X ′ → C1 → · · · → Cn → o):
[[E]] = yo9 (yFxF) (yF(ΛZ1 . . .ΛZn.(ΛZ.λz :Z.λz1 :Z1 . . . λzn :Zn.xo)[]))
(yB1(xF[]n)) (yB1((ΛZ.λz :Z.λz1 :A1 . . . λzn :An.xo)[]))
(yB2(xF[]n)) (yB2((ΛZ ′.λz′ :Z ′.λz1 :C1 . . . λzn :Cn.xo)[]))
[[B1]] [[B2]] [[E0]]
4. For A ∈ UE1, [[A]] is defined as follows:
a. [[X]] = yo1(yXxX)
b. [[C]] = yo1(yCxC)
c. [[A→ B]] = yo4 (yB(xA→BxA)) (yA→BxA→B) [[A]] [[B]]
5. Σ∆ = Σo ∪ Σ(∆), where Σo and Σ(∆) are defined as follows for ∆ = A or E:
a. Σo = {xo : o, yo1 : o→ o, yo2 : o→ o→ o, . . . , yok : ok → o} for k = 9
b. Σ(∆) = {xC : C, yC : C → o | C ∈ UCon(∆)}
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An idea on encoding of first-order follows the structure of expressions, such that a unification
expression provides an λ-term consisting of consecutive application of variables associated to
each sub-expression, which induces type constraints leading to substitutions for the unification
expression. An idea on encoding of second-order is such that a term variable xF associated
to a functional variable F of unification should have a universal type, whose instance by
application of (∀E) must be equivalent to a substitution instance of the right-hand side B of
the corresponding unification equation F(· · · ) .= B.
I Lemma 6. Let A ∈ UE1, ΣA = Σo ∪ Σ(A), and S be a substitution from UE1 to UE1.
Then we have ΣA,Γ `hole [[A]] : o for some context Γ such that Γ(xB) = S(B) and Γ(yB) =
(S(B)→ o) for each B ∈ UExp(A).
Proof. We remark that Γ should declare statements for all free variables xB , yB in [[A]] where
B ∈ UExp(A). By induction on the structure of A. We show one case here.
1. Case of A = (A1 → A2):
From the induction hypotheses, we have ΣA1 ,Γ1 `hole [[A1]] : o and ΣA2 ,Γ2 `hole [[A2]] : o,
such that Γ1(xB1) = S(B1), Γ1(yB1) = S(B1) → o for each B1 ∈ UExp(A1) and
Γ1(xB2) = S(B2), Γ1(yB2) = S(B2)→ o for each B2 ∈ UExp(A2). Then we can merge Γ1
and Γ2 into Γ so that Γ(xA1→A2) = S(A1)→ S(A2) and Γ(yA1→A2) = Γ(xA1→A2)→ o,
since Γ1(xB) = S(B) = Γ2(xB) for B ∈ UExp(A1) ∩ UExp(A2). Hence, We have
ΣA,Γ `hole [[A1 → A2]] : o for some Γ with the desired property. J
I Proposition 6. A flat form E is solvable if and only if ΣE ,Γ `hole [[E]] : o for some Γ.
Proof. The only-if part can be verified so that Γ is given by a unifier of E. We show here
the if-part. Suppose that the encoding [[E]] has type o under ΣE and some context Γ. From
consistent type of the encoding of first-order equations A′ .= B′ ∈ E, we have Γ(xA′) = Γ(xB′).
From this and Lemma 6, we can define a substitution S for first-order variables in UVar(E)
such that S(A′) = Γ(xA′) = Γ(xB′) = S(B′). Next, we verify a consistent type of the
encoding of second-order equations. Considering the first and second arguments of yo9 , the
term xF has type ∀Z1 . . . ∀Zn.(A→ Z1 → · · · → Zn → o) for some A. Here, we can assume
that A should contain no quantifiers ∀, since the type A is simply related to the first argument
type of xB1 and xB2 . Even if A contained for instance ∀Y.B, then one could replace this with
B[Y := Y ′] using a fixed type variable Y ′. Then, from consistent type of the three occurrences
of each argument of yB1 , the three terms, xB1 , xF[]n, and (ΛZ.λz :Z.λz1 :A1 . . . λzn :An.xo)[],
all have the same type (A[Z1 := A1, . . . , Zn := An] → A1 → · · · → An → o). Following a
similar pattern, the three arguments of yB2 are also well-typed. Therefore, a flat form E
becomes solvable under a substitution S such that
S(F) = (Z1, . . . , Zn) 7→ (A→ Z1 → · · · → Zn → o), S(Xi) = Ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
S(X) = A[Z1 := A1, . . . , Zn := An], and S(X ′) = A[Z1 := C1, . . . , Zn := Cn]. J
I Theorem 7 (TPP for hole-application λ2). TPP is undecidable for hole-application λ2.
Proof. A flat form E is solvable
iff Γ,ΣE `hole [[E]] : o for some Γ by Proposition 6
iff Γ `hole λv :∀X.(X → o).v[](λ~z :ΣE(~z).[[E]]) : A for some A and some Γ.
Here, we write λ~z : ΣE(~z).[[E]] for λz1 : ΣE(z1) . . . λzn : ΣE(zn).[[E]] with {z1, . . . , zn} =
dom(ΣE). J
3.4 TCP and TIP for hole-application λ2
From Proposition 4, the problems TCP(Ha) and TIP(Ha) are equivalent, and we provide a
type inference algorithm type(Γ;M), which computes a type of a hole-application term M
under a context Γ. The algorithm involves a unification procedure, for which we introduce
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new type variables called unification variables consisting of first-order variables denoted by
α, β and functional variables denoted by F. For the technical reason, the following syntax
Aˆ ∈ Uexp is defined from types and first-order unification variables:
Aˆ ∈ Uexp ::= X | α | (Aˆ→ Aˆ) | ∀X.Aˆ
A substitution denoted by S used in unification should operate only on unification variables,
such that S(α), S(F)(β) ∈ Uexp and S(X) = X, i.e., the domain of substitutions is the set of
unification variables, and the range is Uexp.
I Definition 8 (Type inference algorithm type).
1. type(Γ;x) = Γ(x)
2. type(Γ;λx :A.M) = (A→ type(Γ, x :A;M))
3. type(Γ;MN) =
let Bˆ1 = type(Γ;M) and (* α is a fresh unification variable *)
let Bˆ2 = type(Γ;N) and S = unify(Bˆ1, Bˆ2 → α) in S(α)
4. type(Γ; ΛX.M) = (* S is an arbitrary substitution for unification variables *)
let Bˆ = type(Γ;M) and X 6∈ FV(Γ) in ∀X.S(Bˆ)
5. type(Γ;M []) =
let Bˆ = type(Γ;M) and S = unify(∀X.F(X), Bˆ) (* β is a fresh unification variable,
in S(F)(β) and F is a fresh functional unification variable with arity 1 *)
We remark that second-order unification used in the algorithm is a special case of patterns
unification of Miller [23], such that arguments of a functional variable are distinct bound
variables in expressions. Since unification of patterns is decidable and gives a most general
unifier if unifiable [23], the unification problem such as unify(∀X.F(X), Bˆ) is decidable. Hence,
the unification procedure returns the most general solution to the type inference problem.
In this sense, type gives rise to a decidable sub-language of which is derived by the general
translation V of Pfenning [26] in the case of the omega-order calculus Fω.
Let ⊥ ≡ ∀X.X. We show an example of type(〈〉; ΛZ.λx :⊥.x[]x) in the following:
1. type(x :⊥;x[]) = (X 7→ X)β = β for a fresh unification variable β,
where unify(∀X.F(X),⊥) = [F := (X 7→ X)].
2. type(x :⊥;x[]x) = α for a fresh unification variable α,
where unify(β,⊥ → α) = [β := (⊥ → α)].
3. type(〈〉;λx :⊥.x[]x) = (⊥ → type(x :⊥;x[]x)) = (⊥ → α)
4. type(〈〉; ΛZ.λx :⊥.x[]x) = ∀Z.s(type(〈〉;λx :⊥.x[]x)))
= ∀Z.(⊥ → s(α)) for an arbitrary substitution s.
In addition, we show a proof figure below, which provides a type for the term. Although the
term may have yet another type, all possible types for ΛZ.λx :⊥.x[]x can be expressed by
the inferred type type(〈〉; ΛZ.λx :⊥.x[]x).
x :⊥ `hole x : ⊥
x :⊥ `hole x[] : ⊥ → Z (∀E) x :⊥ `hole x : ⊥
x :⊥ `hole x[]x : Z (→ E)
`hole λx :⊥.x[]x : ⊥ → Z (→ I)
`hole ΛZ.λx :⊥.x[]x : ∀Z.(⊥ → Z) (∀I)
?
One of the points of the algorithm is that any type to be filled into a hole [] can be represented
by a unification variable, which is handled by a decidable fragment of second-order unification.
Another point is that a universal type of a term ΛX.M should be in the form of ∀X.S(Aˆ),
where Aˆ is a type of M , and S is an arbitrary substitution for unification variables in Aˆ. In
the process of unification, such an arbitrary substitution is handled as delayed substitutions
at an object level.
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I Proposition 7 (Soundness and completeness of type).
1. If type(Γ;M) = Aˆ then Γ `hole M : Aˆ.
2. Given a context Γ and a term M , let A be a type such that Γ `hole M : A. Then we have
type(Γ;M) = Bˆ such that A = S(Bˆ) under some substitution S for unification variables.
Proof. A type system for hole-application λ2 to handle Aˆ can be naturally introduced, such
that infer Γ `hole M [] : A[X := Bˆ] from Γ `hole M : ∀X.A. We claim that if Γ `hole M : Aˆ
then Γ `hole M : S(Aˆ) for any substitution S for unification variables.
In the following, we show some the cases here. The algorithm is proved to be sound by
induction on the structure of M .
1-1. Case of type(Γ;M []) = S(F)(β), where S = unify(∀X.F(X), type(Γ;M)):
From the induction hypothesis, we have Γ `M : type(Γ;M), and then Γ `M : S(type(Γ;M))
where S(type(Γ;M)) = ∀X.S(F)(X). Hence, we establish that Γ `M [] : S(F)(β) where β
is a fresh unification variable.
1-2. Case of type(Γ; ΛX.M) = ∀X.S(type(Γ;M)) for any S, where X 6∈ FV(Γ):
From the induction hypothesis, we have Γ `M : type(Γ;M), and then Γ `M : S(type(Γ;M))
for any substitution S for unification variables. Hence, Γ ` ΛX.M : ∀X.S(type(Γ;M)).
The completeness property is proved by induction on the derivation of Γ `hole M : A.
2-1. Γ ` ΛX.M : ∀X.A from Γ `M : A, where X 6∈ FV(Γ):
From the induction hypothesis, we have type(Γ;M) = Aˆ1 where A = S(Aˆ1) for some S.
Then we confirm that ∀X.A = ∀X.S(Aˆ1) = type(Γ; ΛX.M).
2-2. Γ `M [] : A[X := B] from Γ `M : ∀X.A:
From the induction hypothesis, we have type(Γ;M) = Aˆ1 and ∀X.A = S(Aˆ1) for some S.
Then we have a unifier S = unify(∀X.F(X), Aˆ1), since ∀X.S(F)(X) = S(Aˆ1) = ∀X.A where
S(F)(X) = A. Hence, A[X := B] = S(F)(B) = S(F)(β)[β := B] = S1(type(Γ;M [])) for
some S1, such that S1 = S ∪ {[β := B]} where β is a fresh unification variable. J
3.5 Subject reduction of hole-application λ2
We define reduction rules for hole-application terms. The idea is to introduce a fresh and
distinguished type variable at each reduction of type variable abstraction. Then, from a
typing derivation, we can extract a concrete type, by which the fresh type variable should be
replaced.
I Definition 9 (Reduction rules for hole-application λ2).
(β) (λx :A.M)N →M [x := N ]
(βt) (ΛX.M)[]→M [X := α] where α is a fresh type variable.
For instance, we have the following judgement: `hole ΛY.(ΛX.λx :X.x)[] : ∀Y.((Y → Y )→
Y → Y ). Then ΛY.(ΛX.λx :X.x)[] → ΛY.λx :α.x where α is a fresh type variable. Now,
from a derivation of the judgement:
x :X ` x : X
` λx :X.x : X → X (→ I)
` ΛX.λx :X.x : ∀X.(X → X) (∀I)
?
` (ΛX.λx :X.x)[] : (Y → Y )→ Y → Y (∀E)
` ΛY.(ΛX.λx :X.x)[] : ∀Y.((Y → Y )→ Y → Y ) (∀I)
?
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a replacement for α can be extracted such that R(α) = (Y → Y ). Note that this replacement
should not be called a substitution, since free Y in R(α) is to be in the scope of ΛY of the
example ΛY.λx :R(α).x.
I Proposition 8 (Subject reduction). If Γ `hole M : A and M → N , then Γ `hole R(N) : A for
some replacement R for fresh variables.
Proof. By induction on the derivation M → N . We show some of the interesting cases.
1. Γ ` (ΛX.M)[] : A and (ΛX.M)[]→M [X := α]:
From the generation lemma, we have Γ ` ΛX.M : ∀X.A′ where A = A′[X := B] and
Γ `M : A′ where X 6∈ FV(Γ) for some A′, B. Then we have Γ `M [X := B] : A′[X := B].
Hence, Γ ` R(M [X := α]) : A′[X := B] for some replacement R such that R(α) = B.
2. Γ `M [] : A and M []→M1[]:
From the generation lemma, we have Γ ` M : ∀X.A′ with A = A′[X := B] for some
A′, B. From the induction hypothesis w.r.t. Γ ` M : ∀X.A′ and M → M1, we have
Γ ` R(M1) : ∀X.A′ for some R, and hence Γ ` R(M1)[] : A′[X := B]. J
Finally, we extend the idea of hole-application to an omega-order system Fω.
4 Hole-application Fω
We introduce a formal system of hole-application Fω. The system consists of kinds K, type
constructors A, hole-application terms M , and contexts Γ. For a kind K, an order ord(K) is
defined, such that ord(?) = 2 and ord(K1 → · · · → Kn → ?) = max{ord(Ki) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}+ 1.
A fragment of Fω restricted to K = ?, i.e., ord(K) = 2, coincides with λ2.
Compared with hole-application λ2, hole-application Fω has a hole []K with a kind K,
which is to be filled with a type constructor of kind K, see the inference rule (ΠE) in the
following. Such a hole has already been introduced in Pfenning [26].
I Definition 10 (Hole-application Fω).
1. Kinds
K ::= ? | (K → K)
2. Type constructors
A ::= X | (A→ A) | ΠX :K.A | ΛX :K.A | AA
3. Hole-application terms
M ::= x | λx :A.M |MM | ΛX :K.M |M []K
4. Contexts
Γ ::= 〈〉 | X :K,Γ | x :A,Γ
Next we define inference rules for well-formed contexts, well-formed kinds, well-formed
elements of a kind, and well-formed elements of a type, respectively. Here, we show rules
only for well-formed elements of a type.
1. Well-formed elements of a type:
` Γ x :A ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : A (var)
Γ ` A1 : ? Γ, x :A `M : A2
Γ ` (λx :A1.M) : (A1 → A2) (→ I)
Γ `M1 : (A1 → A2) Γ `M2 : A1
Γ `M1M2 : A2 (→ E)
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Γ ` K Γ, X :K `M : A
Γ ` (ΛX :K.M) : (ΠX :K.A) (ΠI)
Γ `M : (ΠX :K.A1) Γ ` A2 : K
Γ `M []K : A1[X := A2] (ΠE)
Γ `M : A1 Γ ` A2 : ? A1 =βη A2
Γ `M : A2 (conv)
Even in the case of omega-order, the two problems TCP(Ha) and TIP(Ha) are equivalent
each other as proved by Proposition 4. Toward type inference for hole-application Fω, type
constructors are extended with fresh type variables called unification variables denoted by
α, β, F,G, as follows:
Aˆ ::= X | α | (Aˆ→ Aˆ) | ΠX :K.Aˆ | ΛX :K.Aˆ | AˆAˆ.
Here, we show that TIP and TCP for hole-application Fω are undecidable. For this, we give
a reduction from higher-order unification [16, 15] to TCP for hole-application Fω.
The theory of simply type λ-calculus is defined as usual, but in terms of type constructors
of Fω. Here, we assume the following variable conventions: F,G for free variables, and X,Y, Z
for constants or bound variables. In addition, ? stands for an atomic type.
Terms
t, s ::= X | F | ΛX.t | (t s)
Types
K ::= ? | (K → K)
Given a well-typed term t of simply typed λ-calculus, then define a type constructor t] of
hole-application Fω as follows, where a free variable F will be interpreted as a bound variable
such as ΠF :K.(· · · ) in Fω.
1. X] = X
2. F] = F
3. (ΛX.t)] = ΛX] :K.t], where X has type K
4. (t s)] = t] s]
Given an instance s .= t of higher-order unification, where {F1 : L1, . . . ,Fn : Ln} = FV(s)
together with type Li for each free variable Fi in s, {G1 : L′1, . . . ,Gm : L′m} = FV(t) with type
L′i for each free variable Gi in t, and the terms s and t both have type (K1 → · · · → Kp → ?).
Then define a context Γs=t of hole-application Fω as follows:
{X1 : K1, . . . , Xp : Kp, Z : ?,
xs : (ΠF1 :L1 . . .ΠFn :Ln.(s]X1 . . . Xp → Z)), xt : (ΠG1 :L′1 . . .ΠGm :L′m.t]X1 . . . Xp)}
I Proposition 9 (TCP(hole-Fω)). An instance of higher-order unification s .= t is solvable if
and only if Γs=t ` xs[]n~L(xt[]m~L′) : Z in hole-application Fω.
Proof. We show the if-part here. Suppose that Γs=t ` xs[]n~L(xt[]m~L′) : Z in hole-application
Fω. Then we have the following judgements by a chain of applications of (ΠE):
Γs=t ` xs[]n~L : (s]X1 . . . Xp → Z)[F1 := α1, . . . ,Fn := αn], and
Γs=t ` xt[]m~L′ : t]X1 . . . Xp[G1 := β1, . . . ,Gm := βm],
where αi, βj are fresh type variables called unification variables with appropriate kinds. From
consistent type of xs[]n~L(xt[]
m
~L′
) under Γs=t, there exists a unifier for the unification equation:
(s]X1 . . . Xp → Z)[F1 := α1, . . . ,Fn := αn] .= t]X1 . . . Xp[G1 := β1, . . . ,Gm := βm]→ α,
where α is a unification variable with kind ?. That is, the following equation is solvable:
s]X1 . . . Xp[F1 := α1, . . . ,Fn := αn] .= t]X1 . . . Xp[G1 := β1, . . . ,Gm := βm].
Hence, s] .= t] is unifiable, and then exactly so is s .= t. J
I Theorem 11 (TCP(hole-Fω),TIP(hole-Fω)). TCP(hole-Fω) and TIP (hole-Fω) are equival-
ent and undecidable.
Proof. From Propositions 4 and 9. J
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Remarked that the use of kind-labels annotated to holes is not essential in the proof for
undecidability. Since the context has xs : (ΠF1 :L1 . . .ΠFn :Ln.(s]X1 . . . Xn → Z)), we can
apply (ΠE) to A only with kind L1. In the next section, we will observe that another kind
of labels is essential for undecidability of TCP(hole-λ2) and TIP(hole-λ2), contrary to this
case of omega-order.
5 Concluding remarks and summary of results
The type-related problems (TCP, TIP, TPP) have been studied extensively from various
viewpoints, e.g., type ranks [19, 20, 11], type levels [21, 13, 14], partially typed terms
[5, 26, 27, 11]. Here, we discussed mainly from a perspective of type erasure mapping.
We have examined three intermediate λ2-terms between Church-style and Curry-style. In
particular, TCP and TIP for hole-application λ2-terms turn out to be decidable, providing a
type inference algorithm that is sound and complete. The algorithm involves two important
features: one is decidable second-order unification, which is a special case of patterns
unification [23, 8], and another is delayed substitutions, which are employed to denote
arbitrary substitutions at an object level. On the other hand, TPP(Ha) is undecidable for
hole-application λ2.
Next, we extended the idea of hole-application to Fω, and proved that TCP and TIP
then become undecidable for the system. Strictly speaking, the problems are undecidable for
F3 from undecidability of second-order unification [15].
We summarize the results on the type-related problems for λ2. Table 1 shows the
decidability results for λ2 and relations on the type-related problems. Reduction relations
(↪→,←→,←↩) between problems follow Proposition 4. To our knowledge, it is a new result that
TCP, TIP, and TPP are all equivalent in the case of domain-free, which implies a corollary
such that typability of domain-free λ2 is undecidable [24]. While the table shows that TPP
is undecidable for any style, TCP and TIP have the boundaries between hole-application
and domain-free. Compared with Church-style, TIP remains decidable even after deleting
polymorphic instance information on application of (∀E). However, on application of (→ I),
deleting polymorphic domains makes TIP undecidable. Following [11], finding out deleted
polymorphic domains is to find a polymorphic context, which leads to undecidable unification
(simple instances). Therefore, the introduction of hole-application reveals that polymorphic
domains are considered as the most essential information for (un)decidable TIP.
We make some observations on our results from the viewpoint of partially typed terms.
Partial type reconstruction
Partially typed terms (preterms) are defined as follows:
P ::= x | λx :A.P | PP | ΛX.P | P [A] | λx.P | P []
The problem of partial type reconstruction is a problem: given a context Γ and a preterm
P , determine whether there exists a term M in Church-style such that Γ `Ch M : A and
|M | = P for some A. The problem has been studied extensively and proved to be, in
general, undecidable by Boehm [5] and Pfenning [27]. Moreover, Pfenning [26] shows the
precise correspondence such that the problem in the n-th order λ-calculus is equivalent to
n-th order unification that is undecidable in general for n ≥ 2. Along this line, partial
type reconstruction problems for s-style terms can be defined naturally. Then TIP(s) (type
inference for s-style terms) is equivalent to partial type reconstruction for s-style terms.
Some of intermediate structures, e.g., domain-free and type-free, are already known and
investigated.
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Domain-free style
Pure Type Systems [2] in domain-free style were studied in detail in Barthe and Sørensen
[4]. Domain-free systems serve as a good source language for CPS-translation. For instance,
domain-free λ2 and λ∃ are demonstrated in [10]. Parigot’s λµ-calculus [25] in domain-free
style is investigated in [9] for call-by-value second-order language with control operators.
Type-free style
The type reconstruction problem for type-free style λ2 was described in Pfenning [27] as an
instance for terms completely devoid of types except for [] and Λ, and this restricted problem
had been open. Recently, a negative answer to the problem is proved in [13]. The type-free
style gives a compact proof description, such that this style contains the complete information
on which and where inference rules are applied á la Church-style, but no information on
what types are involved in the rules á la Curry-style.
Partially typed terms with labels
Another interesting variant of λ2-terms is partially typed terms together with labels [11].
Labels denoted by a are introduced into preterms as follows:
P ::= x | λx : [A]a.P | PP | ΛX.P | P [A]a | λx : []a.P | P []a
Here, the placeholder []a indicates that a type has been erased, and moreover, the label a in
[]a will be used to identify the occurrences of [], i.e., the holes [] with the same label should
be obtained by erasing the same type.
Preterms with no labels can be translated to preterms with labels using fresh ones, such
that bλx.Mc = λx : []a.bMc for a fresh label a and bM []c = bMc[]a for a fresh label a. Hence,
Γ ` P : A without labels iff Γ ` bP c : A with labels, which implies that the type-related
problems of preterms can be embedded into those with labels. For instance, the type-related
problems of domain-free style with labels:
M ::= x | λxa.M |MM | ΛX.M |M [A],
and the problems of type-free style with labels:
M ::= x | λxa.M |MM | Λ.M |M []a
are also undecidable. In addition, TPP of hole-application style with labels:
M ::= x | λx :A.M |MM | ΛX.M |M []a
is undecidable by a reduction from TPP for Church-style [30] without labels, as follows:
Γ `Ch M : A for some Γ and some A if and only if Γ `holea dMe : A for some Γ and some
A, where dM [A]e = (λv : (A→ A).dMe[]a)(λx :A.(ΛX.λy :X.y)[]ax).
Although TCP and TIP for hole-application without labels are to be decidable in this paper,
the two problems with labels become undecidable by a reduction from TPP of hole-application
with labels, as follows: Let {x1, . . . , xn} = FV(M).
Γ `holea M : A for some Γ, A iff z1 : ∀X.X, . . . , zn : ∀X.X `holea 〈M〉 : A for some A,
where 〈xi〉 = zi[]ai for a fresh variable zi and a fresh label ai.
Hence, the type checking problem for hole-application with labels becomes undecidable by
Proposition 4. These observations mean the use of labels for hole-application λ2 is essential
for undecidability of TCP(hole-λ2) and TIP(hole-λ2), contrary to the use of kind-labels in
TCP(hole-Fω) and TIP(hole-Fω) in the previous section.
Related work (Scrap type applications [18] and MLF [22, 28])
From the viewpoint of compiler writers, Jay and Peyton Jones [18] introduced implicit System
F, called System IF. System IF allows redundant type arguments of M [A] to be implicit such
as M with no placeholders, whereas a scrapped argument A can be recovered via matching.
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Our principal objective on this work is to find out an essential type annotation that governs
(un)decidability of type-related problems. Compared with System IF, hole-application terms
still have placeholders [], where our type inference mechanism is based on a decidable fragment
of second-order unification. The detailed comparison must be interesting and should be given
somewhere for practical application.
Le Botlan and Rémy [22] introduced a type system MLF, by extending ML with full
polymorphism as in System F. The language MLF has a family of systems, and Rémy and
Yakobowski [28] presented a Church-style version xMLF with full type information. As a
generalization of a polymorphic type ∀α.τ of System F, a significant feature of MLF is a
flexible quantification ∀(α ≥ σ)τ , where type variables intuitively range over instances of σ.
Accordingly, type abstractions are extended such as Λ(α ≥ σ)a. Moreover, as a generalization
of type application, xMLF uses type instantiation aφ, such that Γ ` aφ : τ2 if Γ ` a : τ1 and
Γ ` φ : τ1 ≤ τ2. Here, intuitively the instantiation φ transforms the type τ1 of a into another
type τ2 that is an instance of τ1. In order to handle instantiation formally, besides typing
rules and β-reductions as usual, they introduced type instance rules, type instantiation on
types, and reduction rules for terms with instantiations. In this way, MLF established the
powerful expressiveness successfully. Although the idea of hole-application is orthogonal, our
work also proceeds from the same motivation as theirs using type annotations, still under
the traditional framework.
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